Get in-depth perspectives through articles and interviews about arts and culture in Asia and Europe. You will find feature articles, profiles of people and organisations as well as the in focus thematics of cultural policy, heritage and festivals.
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**Mapping Asian Arts Media: Key Findings in Cambodia, Malaysia and Singapore**

*BY JEFFREY TAN*

05 MAR 2021

**Funding the Arts in Times of Pandemic in Malaysia**

*BY JAMES LUCIO-TAHA*

24 FEB 2021

**NEW INSIGHTS, NEW FORESIGHTS: Musings on the Performance Curators Initiatives’ Virtual International Symposium 2020**

*BY CHRISTOS PAVLAKIS*

08 FEB 2021

**Creating Online Collaborations – the SAME-SAME experience**

*BY ANDREA ABELLON*

03 FEB 2021

**Invisible Borders: How transnational artist residences are adapting to travel bans**

*BY SJ ARMSTRONG*

28 JAN 2021

**"How are the arts adapting to the New Normal"? | A Reading Room in Guangzhou**

*BY JUDITH STAINES*

14 JAN 2021

**Funding the Arts in the time of pandemic**

*BY VEERANGANAKUMARI SOLANKI*

14 JAN 2021

**Art and Artists’ (Im)Mobility**

*BY CHRISTOS PAVLAKIS*

04 JAN 2021

**Getting creative at home: Re-storying neuro-diversity**

*BY ANDREA ABELLON*

14 DEC 2020

**Virtual360Konnect|**

*BY NOMICBLEG*

06 AUG 2020

**How are the arts adapting to the New Normal”? | A Reading Room in Guangzhou**

*BY JUDITH STAINES*

15 APR 2020
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Features: Losing and finding our reality | A review of Ulaanbaatar International Media Art Festival
BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON 17 OCT 2019

Features: The power of connecting cultures digitally
BY ANTONIO CARLOS RUIZ SORIA 02 OCT 2019

Features: Under the surface: Art interventions in coastal spaces
BY CLAIRE ROSSLYN WILSON 17 OCT 2019

Features: By Zane Šime 18 MAR 2020

Features: #art&technology: Greenness in the Anthropocene

Features: By Claire Rosslyn Wilson 17 OCT 2019

Features: The power of connecting cultures digitally
By Antonio Carlos Ruiz Soria 02 OCT 2019

About ASEF Culture360

culture360.asef.org brings Asia and Europe closer by providing information, facilitating dialogue and stimulating reflection on the arts and culture of the two regions.
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